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Conventional approach
(transformation)
The conventional method is still the most common approach to analyzing legacy
applications.
This method transforms the source information on applications and their environment in terms of parameters such as program complexity using McCabe metrics,
Halstead metrics, the number of elements, object types, COCOMO, etc., and
represents this information in a wide variety of graphics and tables.
While these graphics and tables provide transparency across the application landscape, they only present known facts in a different format – and it’s still up to the
CTO or CIO to draw conclusions, i.e. to derive the right strategies, which can
be a cumbersome and drawn-out process.
Deriving strategies is the “hard thinking” part of this exercise and the key challenge
faced by management. The conventional analysis approach has proved its worth in
recent years – but it fails to provide management with adequate decision-making
support and it tends to take a very long time.
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A
StART
procedural model
(aggregation)
By using StART we provide a highly advanced analysis tool that electronically assesses, analyzes and aggregates the basic information sources of the applications
and their environment (such as source code, DB, JCL, custom systems information).
Predefined templates support the project team in defining the parameters and
metrics for analysis and assessment – to be performed in a small number of workshops involving system managers.
A procedural model integrated with StART supports project managers across all
project stages – from preparation via customization right through to the evaluation
of strategies and the formation of application families.
In special management workshops, strategy templates can be used to run simulations of different enterprise scenarios and to identify up-front the impact of each
scenario on the analysis results. StART thus enables you to gradually aggregate
information via defined steps such that the final result delivers a single statement
for each application – your strategy of choice!
StART evaluates two strategic approaches:

Functional and operational.

(In the example shown, the strategy of choice for the BANNER application is
“Rehost”)
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Templates
StART templates are digital arrays.

Project steps
At the beginning of the project, the preconfigured templates (analysis template,
strategy template, application template, e-questionnaire) are discussed with the
project team in workshops and are adjusted as appropriate.
These templates provide the foundation for all subsequent analyses and evaluations.

These templates provide the foundation for the analysis and assessment of information sources (source code, DB, JCL, custom system information, soft facts).
The templates serve to determine the analysis results and to assign these to the
applicable “5R” criteria. StART generates a specific application template for each
application. The templates can be fine-tuned at any time. The results are instantly recalculated for all applications. Via the “reverse engineering” capability, the
“Why is this the strategy of choice?” question can be answered in an instant. The
analysis results can
be traced back at
the required level
of detail – all the
way to the source
code or to the equestionnaire. Due
to this approach,
the generation of
the analysis results
is absolutely transparent; it can be
reproduced at any
time.
At this point-intime, the analysis
results can be
utilized for further
internal discussion,
for investigation in
various strategic
scenarios and for
the formation of
application families.
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Families

Business

In complex application environments, it is usually impossible to view each application in isolation. As a rule, there are tight interdependencies among applications.
Consequently, interconnected applications and their analysis results need to be
viewed together – as a family.

Following the formation of application families, the assessment results
sults are illustrated through concise and easy-to-grasp diagrams that support proposals
oposals for the
operational strategy.
These outcomes can be leveraged for well-informed discussions and strategic
decisions!

For instance, a “Rehost” analysis result for one application may not make sense if
the analysis result of another application says “Retain” while both applications are
tightly meshed. This is exactly where StART comes in, identifying interdependencies among “member” applications and proposing families.

strategy

This procedural model involves two approaches:

 The organizational approach, assigning applications to families by
functional and/or organizational criteria.
 The technical approach, using StART to identify and optimize the
number of existing dependencies to form application families.
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Summary
For each of your applications, StART evaluates the right strategy!
StART and its aggregation concept provide you with a highly advanced and

proven toolset for generating an “X-ray view” of your entire mainframe based application environment within a project timeframe of approximately four to
six months, transparently demonstrating to you and your staff which application
calls for which strategy.

The results are fully reproducible.
Even if only a small number of applications are involved, the use of StART will
pay off. However, StART delivers the greatest return in highly complex application
environments!
We have successfully concluded StART projects involving more than 240 mainframe applications. StART is the solution of choice if you are looking for an upto-the-minute holistic overview of your entire installed application base. Within the
framework of a base analysis, we will collaborate with you to deliver the results
that are important to all project participants – including the CIO, functional and
business divisions and system managers.

B+B Unternehmensberatung, based in Bad Duerkheim, Germany, has placed its
knowledge and experience at the service of companies and organizations since
1986.
The Information Management division focuses on projects and services for proprietary operating system environments and mainframes (e.g. MPE/iX, OpenVMS,
z/OS, VSE). This division of B+B supports customers in modernization and the
migration of legacy applications.
B+B Unternehmensberatung
GmbH & Co.KG
Robert Bunsen Strasse 10
D- 67098 Bad Duerkheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 6322 / 94 45 -0
Fax.: +49 (0) 6322 / 94 45 -99
Email: StART@bb-online.de

Internet: www.bb-online.de

It wo
would be our pleasure to share a customer success story with you.
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